






































































































for	what	concerns	DO,	pH,	conductivity	(measurements	every	1–2	days);	COD	concentrations	(at	 the	end	each	anodic	cycle);	and	nutrients	concentrations	(at	 the	end	of	 the	experiment).	 In	P-MFC	and	 in	 the	control	PM	culture,	DM	was	measured	every	1–2	 days.
Microelectrodes	were	used	to	measure	DO	and	pH	at	the	interface	of	the	porous	separation	layer,	on	both	anodic	and	cathodic	side.	All	details	for	analytical	procedures	are	reported	in	Section	2.4.
2.4	Chemical	analyses





























P-MFC A-MFC W-MFC PM	culture
Pmax	/	W	m−2 0.85	±	0.29a 0.98	±	0.13a 0.51	±	0.11b –
Rint	/	Ω 287 210 429 –
Cell	SCP	/	mV −442	±	60a −289	±	26b −444	±	59a –
OCP	/	mV Anode −524	±	30a −531	±	49a −542	±	25a –
Cathode 26	±	44a 25	±	44a 27	±	44a –






sCOD	removal	from	anodic	chamber	/	% 89	±	1a 89	±	1a 87	±	1a –
sCOD	concentration	in	cathodic	chamber	/	mg 	L−1 359	±	113a – 48	±	34b 221	±	84a
DO	concentration	range	in	cathodic	chamber	/	mg 	L−1 10–32 – 2–6 12–30
Bulk	pH	range Anodic 7.4–8.9 8.1–8.7 7.6–8.8 –
Cathodic 9.7–11.8 – 8.6–12.5 8.9–10.6
Bulk	Conductivity	range	/	mS	cm−1 Anodic 6.8–8.2 8.0–9.6 5.2–9.3 –



















































































observed,	e.g.	consistent	DO	consumption	and	maintenance	of	alkaline	conditions.	Photosynthetic	oxygen	sustained	cathodic	 reactions,	ensuring	electrochemical	performances	and	COD	removal	 in	P-MFCs,	at	comparable	extent	 to	air-cathode
MFCs.	Most	nutrients	were	recovered	into	the	cathodic	chamber,	while	only	negligible	COD	leaked	through	the	porous	separator.	Electro-migration,	diffusion	and	PM-uptake	phenomena	deserve	deeper	studies,	to	optimize	nutrients	recovery	with
MFC-assisted	PM	cultivations.
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Highlights
• MFC	can	assist	photosynthetic	microorganisms	cultivation	for	wastewater	treatment.
• Photosynthetic	dissolved	oxygen	sustained	cathodic	reaction	at	comparable	extent	to	air-cathode	MFCs.
• Efficient	removal	from	anodic	chamber	prevented	COD	leakage	to	the	cathodic	chamber.
• Cathode	helped	in	consuming	photosynthetic	oxygen	and	increased	pH	in	the	bulk.
• Nutrients	were	recovered	by	electro-migration	and	diffusion	to	the	cathodic	chamber.
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